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Stability Points with Gross Addition of Total
Positivity and Negativity is a Dead Zero
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Abstract: An anthropic principle must exist for sapient life to observe partially the happenings around the Universe and to conclude
incomplete statement about the Universe. Knowledge is precise if it is complete, incomplete knowledge might lead to worse condition
compared to having no knowledge. Stagnant place is better than a misleading motion. Complete ignorance is better than spurious
knowledge. Spurious knowledge leads to concrete belief of superstitions. It is easier to enlighten the ignorant and equally harder to give
up misleading concrete belief or superstitions because you need extra effort to nullify the superstitions first to make ignorant and further
enlightenment required to push to the right path makes it really hard. What is right is still a relative statement for human race. The right
is a function of time that changes with the course of time. Till date we do not know what absolute right is, if any. In this paper I will
show why there must be an anthropic principle (AP) and what cause the Universe to set to motion at least partially. I will also show why
the gross addition of total positive and negative quantities of the Universe is a dead zero.
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Sapient life

1. Introduction
Theree are many reasons for supporting anthropic principle
[1, 2]. First of them, the Earth is in Goldilocks zone has
made the sapient life viable in the Earth [3, 4]. Second, the
slanting of Earth with the vertical axis by 23.5 degree [5, 6],
has made opposite seasons in the Northern and Southern part
of the equator. Because our body temperature is fixed [7, 8],
if we feel summer in the northern part of the equator, we feel
winter in the southern part of the equator [9, 10] and vice
versa with averaging both seasonal temperatures put Earth
temperature to a fixed value. The higher the temperature in
one zone, the lower the temperature in the other zone to
make the average constant if not zero. If it is autumn in one
zone, spring in the opposite zone and vice versa [11, 12].
Thus the average temperature of the Earth is always fixed to
a constant because nullifying positive temperature (say
summer) of one half with the negative temperature (say
winter) of the opposite half and vice versa. The Earth is
slanted by 23.5 degree with the vertical axis with a purpose
to support anthropic principle (AP) to sustain sapient life
[13, 14]. Also, the Earth is rotating around its own axis with
a purpose for supporting the anthropic principle [15, 16].

Figure: The seasons around the World
While summer in one half of the equator, days are longer
than nights which is exactly opposite in the other half of the
equator [17, 18] makes total amount of day time cancelled
by night time to make it dead zero. Even in the one half of
the equator, total amount of day time is equal to the amount
of night time in a year [19, 20], makes it dead zero too. It is
just apparent increase of day time over night-time to make
the seasonal change to summer and apparent increase of
night time over day time to make it winter. It is as if
momentary win of positive (say day time) that set the Earth
to motion to settle to summer (another point of stability) and
momentary win of negative (say night time) that set the
Earth to motion to settle in winter (another point of
stability). Autumn and spring are also seasonal points of
stability of Earth. Unless the momentary wins would not
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happen, seasonal change would not happen, movement from
one stable point to another stable point would not happen.
Thus, momentary wins are absolute necessity to move to
different stable points. The Earth is actually moving from
one stable point to another stable point to support anthropic
principle to sustain sapient life. Movement between different
stable points can be because of momentary wins of one
parameter over its counterpart, can be treated as momentary
disorder. Thus, momentary disorders set the Earth (or the
Universe) to motion for revolving around different points of
stability permitted or allowed by the physical time with
gross averaging the total positive quantities and negative
quantities to a dead zero.

2. Psychological Imbalance to Set to Motion to
Move around Different Points of Stability
A totally balanced psychology prefers to stay at rest with
positivity is totally balanced by negativity. Any imbalance of
either positivity or negativity put psychology in either
physical or psychological motion to settle in a new point of
stability. For example, in an educational institution, on
student chapter, some students wants to drag back the
institution while the rest want to take forward, by balancing
positivity with negativity, if the negativity is higher, the
institution will rank lower and if the positivity is higher, the
institution will rank higher. The same thing applies to
teacher chapter too. It might look ugly to say but it is true
that some teachers want to drag back the institute for very
narrow purpose while the rest wants to move forward. Say it
ranked 52 in national level in 2016 which is a point of
stability. In the very next year, it might rank 25 if positivity
increases or it might rank 152 if negativity is very high. In
both cases, it attained new point of stability. Any institution
is not only dependent on student chapter only; it is a system
that moves on either direction with perturbation of positivity
or negativity to the new point of stability. Many things
responsible for the system movement like system variables
such as students, teachers, student-teacher relationship etc. A
totally balanced person with equal positivity and negativity
must be theoretically immortal. But it is never in practice,
because, there is no totally balanced person. Higher the
balance, longer must be the life. Persons with too high
positivity or negativity, especially if they cross a threshold
value, must have a short life because of inner or outer force
destruction. That is why, Jesus, Vivekananda, Ram Krishna,
Netaji Shubhash Chandra Bose, Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf
Hitler died before normal age of living because of either too
high positivity or too high negativity. They are greats with a
very high imbalance of positivity-negativity relationship
cause earlier death by inner or outer force of opposition. The
greats negate the survival of the fittest theory. They did not
bend but broken down. They were psychologically highly
unstable. Some of them have too strong positivity so that a
strongly negative inner or outer force created to destroy
them. A very strong will power can be strongly positive or
strongly negative. A will power can set a nation in motion
(for example M. K. Gandhi) or a will power can set the
world in a world war (for example, Adolf Hitler). But as a
whole, the total psychological positivity of the world is
exactly cancelled by total psychological negativity of the
world so that the world is actually emotionless or
psychologically a dead zero. For example, hatred is balanced

by love to have net zero result, an emotionless world. The
psychology in the world is divided into equal positivity and
negativity with net psychology is dead zero, in other words,
the world is psychology less.

Why the Universe is in Motion
The Universe prefers to stay in a stable state and initially at
rest if positivity (say mass) is exactly balanced by negativity
(say energy). But because of mass-energy imbalance [21,
22], the Universe set himself in motion of go to totally
balanced state. To attain the balanced state, the Universe is
at times very chaotic too [23 - 25]. The faster the movement
of the universe in that local area where imbalance between
mass and energy are higher and slower the movement in part
of the universe, where imbalance between mass and energy
is lower. Although the gross total mass and energy of the
universe is exactly cancelled each other, but local imbalance
of either mass or energy puts the universe in motion in that
local area. But the total mass is balanced by the total energy
of the Universe so that mass and energy exist out of nothing
or a dead zero. Thus, the Universe exists out of nothing. In
other words, nothing is enough to have something for you.

3. Conclusion
From the sapient life point of view, the anthropic principle
(AP) is absolutely correct. If the anthropic principle is
correct, then there exists an anti-anthropic principle (AAP)
to counter balance anthropic principle (AP)
(AP), which is also
absolutely correct but has an opposite reasoning compared to
the anthropic principle (AP). The greats generally negate the
theory of Charles Darwin, the theory of evolution and the
survival of the fittest. Mass and energy imbalance also set
the Universe to motion locally where mass can be treated as
positive quantity and energy can be treated as negative
quantity and vice versa. Any psychological or physical
motion of sapient life is caused by the psychological
imbalance between positivity and negativity. In a nut shell,
we, the living beings, the world, the universe exist out of
nothing. Nothing is enough to have something for you if
zero is equally divided into positive half and negative half.
A dead zero can be divided into positive non-zero half and
negative non-zero half and vice versa.
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